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This answer key should correspond to both the 2nd and 3rd editions of Wordly Wise 3000. It should also correspond to the 1st edition of Book 9 (for the 12th grade), except section D. Since it took me so long to understand these editions, I thought I’d share what I learned. The first edition of Wordly Wise 3000 starts with book 1 for the fourth grade,
book 2 for the fifth grade, etc. (They didn’t make them for the lower grades.) When the second edition came out (in 2007 I think), they matched the numbers of the books with the votes, but the word lists remained the same. So the 2nd Book 4 edition would be for the 4th grade and would correspond mainly to the 1st Book 1 edition. The answer keys
will match except for section D of each lesson (of the ones I have seen). The third edition has only format changes (some parts are shaded to highlight, the word list is on every page, etc.) and the answer keys of the second and third editions are identical. I hope this helps someone! Thank you for your interest in our services. We are a non-profit group
that runs this website to share documents. We need your help to maintain this website. To keep our site running, we need your help to cover the cost of our server (about $400/m), a small donation will help us a lot. Help us share our service with your friends. Revised, copyrighted 2018, Wordly Wise 3000, 4th edition is still the same great vocabularybuilding program that many of you love. Word lists have remained the same in almost every level. [Lesson 17 of book 12 has a different story, but the word lists remain the same; and Lesson 12 of book 9 has a different title for the story, but the story is actually the same as in the third edition and uses the same word list.] Kindergarten and Book 1 are
A second edition even if their covers correspond to the books of the fourth edition. Copyright is updated to 2018, but there are no changes in content in both levels. The structure of the Kindergarten and the levels 1 Â ° degree are a different bit. These vocabulary construction activities include selection selection the correct picture in the notebook
while the parent reads a story aloud from the Teacher Pack. The unique lesson plans of two weeks in these starting books teach and reinforce words and concepts in 20-25 minutes a day. Teacher packages (which are a must-have) for K and 1 include extended lesson plans, Concept and Picture cards, aloud reading stories and poems, extension and
challenge activities, blackline teachers, formal and informal evaluations for each lesson, evaluation checklists and more. Levels 2-12 are a mixture of new and similar activities. The most advanced edition response keys and teacher resources will not work with the fourth edition Student Books. There are also formatting changes in the Student Books
that have an updated look. Books 2 and 3 still have lessons of 15 (10 words per lesson), and books 4-12 still have lessons of 20 each (15 words per lesson). The new activities include the frequency of your knowledge of the word, which is a reproducible sheet found in the Master's resource book to evaluate the knowledge of words before starting a
lesson. The use of words in context is intended to strengthen the ability of students to determine meaning based on context. Making connections is to help students make connections between words and understand word relationships. Determination of meanings helps students to understand the parts of words (prefixes, roots, suffixes) and to
strengthen understanding. Completing sentences allows students to demonstrate understanding of words by completing sentences. The vocabulary extension is at the end of each lesson and focuses on one word from that lesson to develop a deeper understanding of vocabulary and application. Wordy Wise 3000 is now in collaboration with Quizlet.
how students Exercise their vocabulary for further reinforcement with games and online exercises. Complete instructions for accessing a twelve-month subscription are on the internal cover of the student book. Note: The code is not valid 24 months after the date "printed" on the on the page. Teacher Resource Books include teacher guides for
lectures, reproducible tests and reviews, vocabulary activities (including semantic word pages and maps), group or individual lesson options, rhythm options, and test response keys and workbooks. [Please note that there is a page that refers to the access of teachers to Quizlet, a digital application that includes games that allows teachers to see the
progress and activities of students from the last day, week or year. The access code is NOT included in the resources books for teachers and is available only for the buyers of «set aula», who are currently not available with us. However, students will still have access to the Quizlet through their student book with instructions included in the cover.]
Tests are designed to prepare students for standardized testing; the format is largely of multiple choice. There are tests for each lesson, as well as cumulative intermediate and final exams. The teacher's resource book includes reproducible tests and answers to the student book. However, if you don’t think a guide is necessary for the intensive and
complete teacher, the non-reproducible test notebooks (with answers) and the response keys (for exercises in Student Books) are available separately. For convenience in ordering, we also created level sets that include a student book, a test book and a response key. Resource books for teachers are included only in grade levels set for grades K and 1.
Teacher resource books are a separate purchase at higher levels. Wordly Wise 3000 works. It is a vocabulary building program that grows with the student, and makes the acquisition of interesting and fun vocabulary. Wordly Wise 3000's current editions (fourth and third)a similar format that provides interesting word stories, that deal with usage
problems and that expose common usage insinuations. There are twenty lessons in each level plus five review lessons. Typical lessons contain an alphabetical list of fifteen words (fewer words in levels) with a short dictionary entry for each. These include part of the speech, concise definition and correct use of the word in the context of an interesting
sentence that provides an even mnemonic to the word. The following are sections of activities that vary slightly depending on the edition. The crosswords and hidden puzzles of messages are used for revision. The general list of words for the series is composed of 3000 words; their selection based on frequency, level literature, textbooks and SAT
preparation books. The course components include a student book, a response key, a test book and a teacher resource book. Levels K and 1 of both editions differ slightly from 2-12 levels. Levels.
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